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ĐỀ THI THỬ TỐT NGHIỆP THPT (01) 
Time allowed: 60 minutes 
 

Question 1 - 5: Stress syllable 
1. A. describe B. society C. political D. struggle 
2. A. difference B. immortality C. politician D. 
independence 
3. A. biology B. biographer C. biography D. bioscope 
4. A. accident B. accompany C. access D. animal 
5. A. environment B. department C. dependent D. 
demonstrate 
Question 6 – 30: Vocabulary and Structure 
6. I was appalled ________ the lack of staff in the hospital. 

A. at B. in C. on D. with 
7. The new President said she would dedicate herself to _____ the rights of the old, the 
sick and the homeless. 

A. protect B. protecting C. protection D. protected 
8. Poverty in this country has reached _________ proportion. 

A. incubate B. epidemic C. infectious D. transmit 
9. The police are _________ to the public for any information about the missing girl. 

A. attending B. attracting C. arguing D. appealing 
10. The damage was far more serious than ______ believed. 

A. prior B. precedingly C. initially D. primary 
11. Asian Games ____________ come from many different countries. 

A. athletics B. athletic C. athlete D. athletes 
12. The Asian Games is one of the most important __________ in Asia. 

A. incidents B. events C. news D. points 
13.  We  decided  to  break  ____________  tradition  and  not  spend  Christmas  with  out 
family. 

A. up B. through C. in D. with 
14. I lost my key. I'll have to ______________. 

A. have other key made B. be made a key 
C. have another key made D. make another key 

15. He works very hard. It's not ___________ that he's always tired. 
A. surprised B. surprising C. surprise D. surprises 

16. He's one of the most ___________ people I've ever met. 
A. bored B. bore C. boring D. boredom 

17. I kept them in the _____________. 
A. metal black small box B. small black metal box 
C. black metal small box D. small metal black box 
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18. They spoke ______________ for us to understand. 
A. slow enough B. so slowly C. slowly so D. slowly 

enough 
19. It's too noisy here. Can we go somewhere ______________. 

A. quietly B. more quietly C. quieter D. quiet 
20. It was _______ we spent the whole day at the beach. 

A. such a nice weather B. such nice weather that 
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C. such nice a weather than D. such a nice weather so 
21. – "You look nice in that red shirt." 

– "______________" 
A. Am I? Thanks B. It's nice of you to say so C. Oh, poor D. I'm 

interesting to hear that 
22. The 15th Asian Games was organized at 34 sporting ____________. 

A. avenues B. roads C. places D. venues 
23. – "John had an accident. He's been in hospital for 5 days. 

– "______________" 
A. Poor it B. Poor him C. How terrific! D. Oh, Is he? 

24. The Opening Ceremony of the Asian Games was the most ________________ one. 
A. spectacularly B. spectacular C. spectator D. spectacle 

25. Before _____________, they used horse-drawn wooden carts. 
A. farmers have had tractors B. Tractors owned by farmers 
C. having tractors farmers D. Farmers had tractors 

26. About twenty miles from Boston, _______ a little town named Concord that has a 
rich history. 

A. has B. There is C. there are D. 
27. There was a ____________ table in the kitchen. 

A. beautiful large round wooden B. large beautiful round wooden 
C. beautiful round large wooden D. wooden round large beautiful 

28. – "Happy birthday! This is a small present for you." 
A. What a pity! B. How terrific C. Have a good time! D. How 

beautiful it is! Thanks 
29. He's a man with a ______________. 

A. thin long face B. face long and thin  C. long and thin face D. thinly  long 
face 
30. 50,000 people attended the opening Ceremony of the 15th Asian Games with more 
than billion television __ 

A. listeners B. speakers C. viewers D. readers 
Question 31 – 35: Read the following passage and choose the best answer. 

In  the  Spring  of 1934,  storms  swept  across  the  Great  Plains,  but  they  were  not 
rainstorms. They were the result of sun drought and a terrible wind that blew millions of 
tons of top soil from 300.000 square miles in Kansas, Texas, Oklahoma, Colorado and 
New Mexico. This was the dust Bowl. It buried fences, fields and home. It choked cattle 
and sickened the people who stayed. Three hundred and fifty thousand settlers fled, many 
becoming part of a slow, sad caravan along Route 66 to California. 

But wind and drought were not the only factors that combined to create the Dust 
Bowl. Only fifty years earlier, a carpet of buffalo grass had covered the Great plains, 
protecting  the  soil  and  retaining  the  moisture  that  had  been  used  as  rang  land.  The 
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increased demand for wheat during World war I encouraged farmers to plow and plant 
even wider areas. Forty percent of the land that they plowed up had never been exposed 
to rain, wind or sun before. When the drought and wind came, the land had been prepared 
for disaster. 
31. With which of the following topics is the passage primarily concerned?
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A. The Dust Bowl B. The Great Plains C. Homesteading D. World War 
I 
32. Where did many of the homesteaders go when they abandoned their farms? 

A. To Kansas B. To New Mexico C. To Texas D. To 
California 
33. The word caravan in paragraph 1 is closest in meaning to which of the following 
words? 

A. line B. group C. family D. town 
34. What does the author mean by the statement "By the turn of the century, farmers had 
settled, homesteading in regions that had been used as range land"? 

A. Homesteaders began to settle land B. Ranches began to replaced farms 
C. Homesteaders were used for open range   D. No homesteaders were left 

35.  The  author  mentions  all  of  the  following  as  having  contributed  to  the  disaster 
EXCEPT. 

A. wind B. drought C. homesteading D. rain 
Question 36 – 40: Complete the passage by choosing the best option 

The 23rd Southeast  Asian Games (also  known as the 2005  SEA GAMES)  was a 
biannual multi-sport event held in the Philippines from November 27, 2005 to December 
5, 2005. the games were _________ (36) by 11 countries located in Southeast Asia. 

The first gold medal of the games was (37) ________ to Singapore on November 25th 
when the water Polo team came out unbeaten in the round-robin tournaments, with the 
Philippine  team taking  the  silver  medal  and  the  Malaysian  (38)  _______  taking  the 
bronze. 

The  Games  were  also  considered  both  a  spectacular  event  and  a  valuable  (39) 
_________ for athletes to gain competition experience and preparation for the upcoming 
Asian Games and Olympics Games. It was purposely created to (40) ________ countries 
in the region. 
36. A. participating B. participated C. participation D. to 
participate 
37. A. rewarded B. prized C. presented D. awarded 
38. A. group B. pair C. team D. individual 
39. A. opportunity B. chance C. moment D. fortune 
40. A. strong B. strengthen C. strength D. to 
strengthen 
Question 41 – 45: Choose the best sentence 
41. your/ watching/ brother/ TV/ Does / like / football / matches//? 

A. Does you brother likes watching football matches on TV? 
B. Does you brother like watching football matches TV? 
C. Does you brother like watching football matches on TV? 
D. Does you brother like watch football matches on TV? 
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42. What/ you / use / internet/ for//? 
A. What do you use the internet for? 
B. What do you use internet for? 
C. What do you do use the internet for? 
D. What do you use the internet? 

43. are / We / fond / play/ computer / not / games.
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A. Are you not fond of playing computer games? 
B. We are not fond of play computer games. 
C. We are not fond playing computer games. 
D. We are not fond of playing computer games. 

44. internet / is / invention / wonderful / modern / life. 
A. The internet is wonderful invention modern life. 
B. The internet is a wonderful invention of modern life. 
C. The internet is a wonderful invention the modern life. 
D. The internet is a wonderful invention of life. 

45. surfing / net / I / enjoy / but / have / I / don't / time / it. 
A. I enjoy surfing net but I don't have much time it. 
B. I enjoy surfing the net but I don't have for it. 
C. I enjoy surfing on the net but I don't have much time for it. 
D. I enjoy surfing on the net I don't have much time. 

Question 46 – 50: Find an error in each sentence 
46. The number of the Asian Games participants have been increasing. 

A B C D 
47. Renewable energy sources are not use up when the energy is exploited. 

A B C D 
48. Non-renewable energy sources consists of fossil fuels and minerals. 

A B C D 
49. People may be used wind power to serve their life in the future. 

A B C D 
50. Smoke coming from fuel wood effects people's health. 

A B C D 
 
 
 

KEY
1. D 11. D 21. A 31. D 41. C 

2. A 12. B 22. D 32. D 42. A 

3. D 13.  A 23. B 33. A 43. D 

4. B 14. B 24. B 34. A 44. B 

5. D 15. B 25. D 35. D 45. C 

6. A 16. C 26. B 36. B 46. D 

7. A 17. B 27. A 37. D 47. B 

8. B 18. D 28. B 38. C 48. C 

9. D 19. C 29. C 39. A 49. B 

10. C 20. A 30. C 40. B 50. D 
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